
“The Dust Will Answer” 
 

A captivating book cover and title will definitely fascinate the reader, causing them to want to read and 

find out more about the book. This is the case with Richard Risemberg’s “The Dust Will Answer.” The title 

alone can make the reader wonder what he is referring to, and as the story unfolds, the answer becomes 

clear. While the author successfully executes this, there was only one issue within the story. While the 

character development throughout the story is strong and the story as a whole is very descriptive, which 

is excellent because the reader can visualize scenery and characters in the story, the story itself didn’t 

need as much detail and dialogue between the characters. This book was ultimately about finding Kate, 

and while you do need a back story in order to help provide insight into the characters, it was a bit too 

much. The story could have easily been told in 20 chapters as oppose to 39 chapters. 

 

“The Dust Will Answer” focuses on trying to find Dave Larabee’s missing girlfriend, Kate. Kate’s presence 

screams femme fatale, and she embodies every bit of this characteristic as it also becomes clear that this 

isn’t the first time she’s disappeared. Believed to be in an area that’s part of Los Angeles known as “Down 

in the Diamonds,” Kate has traveled down this road before with her ex-boyfriend who is also best friends 

with Larabee, Lenny Strasser. 

 

Determined to locate her, Larabee convinces Strasser to assist him, which he somewhat reluctantly 

agrees. Throughout their journey, friendships will be tested and new bonds will be formed. “The Dust Will 

Answer” is a good read that leaves the reader wondering if and when Kate be found, and if she’s found, 

will she stay or run away again. “The Dust Will Answer” by Richard Risemberg is available on Amazon for 

purchase.  

 
**Note: I was provided Richard Risemberg’s book via PDF, so the number of chapters may be different in 
the hardcopy or paperback versions.  

http://www.amazon.com/Dust-Will-Answer-Richard-Risemberg/dp/1312984678/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1430880526&sr=8-1&keywords=The+Dust+Will+Answer

